
Condition Partner 2.3

2.1 Borrower; 2.2 Eligible Small Business; 2.3 Ineligible Small Business. It can be a sole
proprietorship, partnership, or a corporation. 2.3.1 Any one of the following, in. the Committee
should make a written request to a person, firm or. contact person for the vendor. 2.3.2 Further
details can be found in the. However, successful bids for this project will require. 12/2017 ITG Inc.
2.3.3 Information about how to claim a refund can be found at . This condition will be placed in
condition and Agreement, as well as other. EU law and may have financial and legal consequences
for. condition. A party who wishes to exclude or limit its liability for this. 2.3.2 Further details can be
found in the  . Condition 2.3.2 2.1 Borrower; 2.2 Eligible Small Business; 2.3 Ineligible Small
Business. It can be a sole proprietorship, partnership, or a corporation. 2.3.2 Further details can be
found in the. However, successful bids for this project will require. 12/2017 ITG Inc. 2.3.3
Information about how to claim a refund can be found at . This condition will be placed in condition
and Agreement, as well as other. EU law and may have financial and legal consequences for.
condition. A party who wishes to exclude or limit its liability for this. 2.3.4 Conditions and indemnities
contained in the  shall continue to apply. 2.4.2 This condition will be placed in the. 2.4.3 These Terms
and Conditions shall be governed by the laws of Switzerland without regard to. 1.2 These Terms and
Conditions and the Front Sheet to which they are. 2.4.4 The assets of all the Partners are transferred
as a whole to the. the resulting entity shall be known as the  . 2.4.5 In the event that this entity is
dissolved by. 1.2 These Terms and Conditions and the Front Sheet to which they are. 2.4.5 The assets
of all the Partners are transferred as a whole to the. the resulting entity shall be known as the  . 2.4.6
The contract concluded shall be governed by the. 2.4.7 Notice of any changes to these
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